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This supporting document describes the assembly procedure for the Column Cutting Platform and Elevation Support.
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This supporting document describes the assembly procedure for the Column Cutting Platform and Elevation Support. The Column Cutting Platform is a component of the 241-SY-101 Equipment Removal System. It is set up on the deck of the Strongback Trailer to provide work access to cut off the upper portion of the Mitigation Pump Assembly (MPA). The Elevation Support provides support for the front of the Storage Container with the Strongback at an inclined position.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This supporting document describes the assembly procedure for the Column Cutting Platform and Elevation Support. The Column Cutting Platform is a component of the 241SY101 Equipment Removal System. It is set up on the deck of the Strongback Trailer to provide work access to cut off the upper portion of the Mitigation Pump Assembly (MPA). The Elevation Support provides support for the front of the Storage Container with the Storage Container and Strongback at an inclined position. The upper portion of the MPA must be cut off to install the Containment Caps on the Storage Container. The Storage Container must be maintained in an inclined position until the Containment Caps are installed to prevent any residual liquids from migrating forward in the Storage Container.

2.0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The Column Cutting Platform components and assembly are shown on the drawing H-2-83755, 64" Diameter Transport Assembly Removal Support (WHC, 1994b). The structural design analysis for the Column Cutting Platform is located in Supporting Document WHC-SD-WM-DA-168. The Column Cutting Platform has been assembled and used in mock-up testing in accordance with the Operability Test Procedure, 241SY101 Equipment Removal System (WHC, 1994a).

3.0 DISCUSSION

Prior to assembling the Column Cutting Platform, verify all components shown on the drawing H-2-83755 are on hand. Inspect components for visible damage. Do not proceed with assembly if any component is damaged. Verify the threaded portion of bolts are clean and undamaged. Do not add lubricant to the bolt threads beyond the as-delivered condition from the manufacturer.

Hoisting and rigging of Column Cutting Platform components is conducted in accordance with Hanford Site Hoisting and Rigging Manual (DOE-RL 1993). Protection of personnel assembling the Column Cutting Platform is provided in accordance with the Industrial Safety Manual (WHC 1992).
4.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The Column Cutting Platform and Elevation Support are assembled and installed according to the following procedure. (All bolting should be ASTM A-325 material, "snug tight" and can be reused at the engineer's discretion.)

1) Rig the two (2) 15/16-inch lifting holes on the Elevation Support.

2) Lift the Elevation Support onto the front lateral support on the Hydraulic Trailer. Align the eight (8) bolt holes on the Elevation Support with the eight (8) bolt holes on the mounting plates on the front lateral support. Insert eight (8) 1-8 UNC 2A x 2-1/4 bolts in the aligned tapped bolt holes. Tighten the bolts snug tight.

3) Align the bolt hole in the top of each of the two (2) L3x3x5/16 angle braces with the bolt hole in each of the two (2) mounting plates on the Elevation Support. Insert two (2) 3/4-10 UNC 2A x 2-1/4 bolts with 3/4-inch flat washers through the aligned holes. Secure the bolts with 3/4-10 UNC 2B nuts and 3/4-inch flat washers. Do not tighten the bolts.

4) Align the front bolt holes in the mounting feet of each of the two (2) angle braces with the two (2) bolt holes in the Hydraulic Trailer deck, on the edge of the two (2) W30x191 Trailer beams. Insert four (4) 3/4-10 UNC 2A x 2-1/4 bolts with 3/4-inch flat washers through the aligned holes. Secure the bolts with 3/4-10 UNC 2B nuts and 3/4-inch flat washers. Tighten all six (6) angle brace bolts snug tight.

5) Erect scaffolding, railings and ladder in the configuration shown on the drawing H-2-83755. Secure scaffolding to Hydraulic Trailer using tie-down straps attached to D-rings on front and sides of Hydraulic Trailer.

NOTE: Container shall rest on the Elevation Support during transportation.
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